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SOFTCARE WATER BASED TEXTILE PROTECTOR
Softcare Water Based Textile Protector has been especially designed for 
protecting interior textiles and furniture. It is also suitable for other textile 
surfaces. The protector is water based, providing an efficient protection 
against dirt and moisture. The protection does not affect the characteristics 
of the textile or its flammability. Protect the new or cleaned textile by 
spraying the surface evenly and let dry. The protection will reach its full 
effect in 24 hours. The protection can be renewed when necessary, when 
water no longer forms droplets on the surface of the textile. Normally lasts 
for 2–4 years. Environmentally-friendly ingredients.

SOFTCARE FURNITURE PROTECTOR
Softcare Furniture Protector efficiently prevents upholstered furniture from 
becoming dirty and wet. The furniture protector forms a protection around 
the fibres of the textile, preventing oil- and water-based dirt from becoming 
absorbed into the textile. Dirt and stains can be removed easily from the 
protected surface. New furniture should be protected immediately, so that 
it remains beautiful and easy to care for. The protection does not affect 
the characteristics of the textile, and it does not change its breathability, 
flammability or colour. Furniture Protector is suitable for all textiles, 
including membrane materials. The protection can be renewed when 
necessary, when water no longer forms droplets on the surface of the textile. 
The protection will last 2–4 years, depending on the use.

SOFTCARE TEXTILE CLEANER
Softcare Textile Cleaner is a cleaner that removes even difficult stains 
easily. Suitable for all textile materials. Also suitable for carpets and 
outdoor furniture upholstery. Always follow the manufacturer’s cleaning 
instructions. The textile cleaner is sprayed directly on the dirty surface, 
allowed to react for a few moments, and then the surface is rinsed by 
wiping the dirt and the cleaner off with a damp cloth. Furniture can often 
be marked with a dry cleaning only label, but Textile Cleaner is also suitable 
for most materials that require dry cleaning. Test the product first on an area 
that is not visible. The cleaned textile must be thoroughly dry before use or 
before applying protection.

Protection and care products for furniture and carpets



SOFTCARE CARPET PROTECTOR
Softcare Carpet Protector prevents dirt and moisture from becoming 
absorbed in the carpet. Carpets should be protected already when they are 
new so that they remain easy to care for and beautiful for longer. Carpet 
Protector is also suitable for ryijy-rugs and other interior textiles. The 
protection from a single treatment lasts for about two years. The protection 
does not affect the characteristics of the textile or its flammability. Liquid 
dirt can be wiped off from a protected surface, and vacuuming dry dirt is 
also easy. Stains can be removed with Softcare Textile Cleaner or Stain 
Remover. If the carpet has long fibres, brush the carpet after the protective 
treatment with a damp protective glove, so that the protection becomes 
properly absorbed all the way to the base of the carpet, ensuring a great 
protection result. Approximately 150–250 ml of the product should be used 
per square metre, depending on the length of the carpet fibres.

SOFTCARE TEXTILE CARE KIT 
The kit contains: 

• Softcare Furniture Protector 
• Softcare Textile Cleaner
• Terry cloth and care instructions

SOFTCARE WATER BASED TEXTILE CARE KIT
The kit contains: 

• Softcare Water Based Furniture Protector 
• Softcare Textile Cleaner 
• Terry cloth and care instructions

SOFTCARE CARPET CARE KIT
The kit contains: 

• Softcare Carpet Protector
• Softcare Textile Cleaner
• Terry cloth and care instructions
• Protective gloves for treating shag rugs



Leather is a pleasant and durable upholstery material. However, genuine leather requires 
regular care to ensure its long lifespan. Nowadays, leather is also coated with polyurethane 
and other plastics. These materials include Pull Up, Bycast and Bonded leather. Caring for 
these materials requires the use of the water based Softcare products. Always ask for the 
manufacturer’s care instructions.

Care products for leather furniture

SOFTCARE LEATHER PROTECTOR
Softcare Leather Protector provides efficient protection against moisture 
and water- and oil-based dirt. Leather Protector is suitable for all types of 
genuine leather, grain leather, as well as suede and nubuck, which cannot 
be treated with wax- or grease-based products. The alcohol-based Software 
Leather Protector must not be used on Pull Up, Bycast or Bonded leather 
surfaces, as they have a plastic coating. Not suitable for faux leather. Does not 
affect the breathability, colour, or flammability of the leather. Also suitable 
for bags, leather accessories, and shoes. In normal use, the protection will 
last for 2–3 years, after which it can be renewed. If any streaks form during 
the treatment, wipe them off with a soft cloth. 

SOFTCARE WATER BASED LEATHER PROTECTOR
Softcare Water Based Leather Protector is particularly suitable for white 
leather, but also for all other leather, suede and nubuck types, including 
Bycast, Pull up and faux leather. Protects leather surfaces against dirt 
and moisture. Suitable for all leather types. Spray Leather Protector on 
the leather surface and even out any drip marks with a lint-free cloth, if 
necessary. Only use as much of the product as the leather will absorb. Let 
the protector dry for 24 hours in room temperature before using the treated 
item.

SOFTCARE LEATHER CLEANER
Softcare Leather Cleaner is a special cleaning agent developed especially 
for cleaning leather. It maintains the natural suppleness of the material 
and removes even difficult stains. Also suitable for plastic-coated leather, as 
well as waxed, oiled and untreated wooden surfaces. Before cleaning, test 
the product on an area that is not visible. Follow the manufacturer’s care 
instructions. When using Leather Cleaner on suede and nubuck surfaces, the 
surface must be brushed smooth after cleaning. 



SOFTCARE LEATHER BALSAM 
Softcare Leather Balsam keeps leather soft and prevents it from drying and 
cracking. Grain leather should be treated with this product two to three 
times a year, to prevent drying, and every time after cleaning. The balsam 
is spread in a very thin layer, with the excess wiped off if necessary. Test the 
durability of the surface first in an invisible area. Some leather types can 
darken from the treatment, but the colour is restored in a few days, after 
the product has been completely absorbed into the leather. Follow the 
manufacturer’s care instructions. Leather Balsam is a natural product based 
on beeswax, and is suitable for all grain leather products.

SOFTCARE LEATHER CARE KIT
The kit contains: 

• Softcare Leather Protector 
• Softcare Leather Cleaner
• Softcare Leather Balsam 
• Terry cloth and care instructions

SOFTCARE MINI LEATHER CARE KIT
The kit contains: 

• Softcare Leather Cleaner
• Softcare Leather Balsam
• Terry cloth and care instructions

SOFTCARE WATER BASED LEATHER CARE KIT
Particularly suitable for white leather! The kit contains: 

• Softcare Water Based Leather Protector 
• Softcare Leather Cleaner
• Softcare Leather Balsam
• Terry cloth and care instructions

SOFTCARE LIQUID LEATHER CLEANER
Softcare Leather Cleaner is an easy-to-use and efficient cleaner for all 
kinds of leather surfaces. This cleaner is efficient and is also suitable for 
coated types of leather and faux leather. Does not damage or dry leather. 
Sprayed on the surface to be cleaned or directly on the stain, let to react 
for a few moments, and then rinsed off 2–3 times with clean water and 
a damp sponge or cloth. Do not make the leather too wet. Let the surface 
dry thoroughly before use or before applying protection. Protect the clean 
and dry surface with Leather Protector. After cleaning, the leather surface is 
treated with Softcare Leather Balsam.



Are you having problems with static electricity, difficult stains or an unpleasant smell? 
Use the help of Softcare’s special products.

Special products

SOFTCARE ANTISTATIC
Softcare Antistatic is a very efficient antistatic product for all types of 
furniture, accessories and other surfaces. Removes static electricity 
immediately, and the effect can last several months, and a few washes. 
This product can be used, for example, on furniture with artificial fibres, 
on electronic devices, and plastic surfaces and glass surfaces prone to static 
electricity. The product is easy to use, and it does not change the colour, 
characteristics or feel of the treated surface. Test the alcohol-resistance of 
hard plastic surfaces first on an area that is not visible.

SOFTCARE ODOUR CONTROL
Softcare Odour Control removes unpleasant smells by breaking them 
down chemically. Can be sprayed directly onto textile surfaces, or used as 
an air freshener or anywhere with unpleasant smells, even on hands after 
chopping onions. Efficiently removes various kinds of organic smells, such 
as smells from animals, bodily excretion, sweat and tobacco. If the smell has 
been absorbed into the furniture, you can use a syringe to inject the product 
into the source of the smell. Does not stain surfaces. Non-toxic and safe to 
use.

SOFTCARE STAIN REMOVER PRO
Softcare Stain Remover Pro is an efficient universal stain remover, designed 
particularly for interior textiles and clothing. Removes even difficult stains, 
such as oil, grease, blood, coffee, grass, and chocolate. Does not contain 
bleach. Also suitable for clothes. Available in 300 ml and 100 ml bottles. 

SOFTCARE WINE STAIN REMOVER
Efficient stain remover for difficult wine stains – Softcare Wine Stain 
Remover. You can easily carry the 100 ml bottle with you.



Care products for outdoor furniture

SOFTCARE WOOD OIL
Softcare Wood Oil has been developed for oiled and untreated wooden 
surfaces. This easy-to-use special oil protects wooden outdoor furniture, 
patio floors and other wooden structures. Suitable for teak, hardwood, 
impregnated and untreated wooden structures. Provides a good protection 
against moisture and dirt. Outdoor furniture should be treated 1–2 times 
during the summer season, so that the surface does not dry and crack. 
Packages: 500 ml spray bottle and 1 l bottle. Remember! Oily cloths can 
spontaneously combust due to vapours. Wash the tools and clothes with 
water and soap immediately after use.

SOFTCARE WASH AND WAX FOR POLY RATTAN
Wash and Wax for Poly Rattan cleans and protects poly rattan patio and 
garden furniture. It efficiently removes, for example, pollen and food stains, 
as well as city dust. The waxing will make the furniture dry faster after rain 
and gives it a beautiful shine. Wash and Wax is environmentally friendly and 
does not harm lawns.

SOFTCARE FLAME PROTECTOR 
Softcare Flame Protector does not prevent burning, but provides valuable 
extra time for escaping a fire and minimising the damage. The Flame 
Protector is suitable for treating all porous, flammable materials. Spray on 
the surface until it becomes moist and let dry. Immediately ready to use. 
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

SOFTCARE OUTDOOR TEXTILE PROTECTOR
Outdoor Textile Protector provides an efficient protection against dirt and 
moisture for the textile upholstery materials of all outdoor furniture. Also 
suitable for parasols and awnings. The treatment will protect furniture 
from moisture and from water and oil based dirt. Softcare Outdoor Textile 
Protector also protects against pollen becoming attached to the surface 
of the textiles, making it easy to remove pollen from the material. An 
excellent product for those with pollen allergies. The protection will last for 
approximately a year outdoors. Not suitable for woven plastic covers.



SOFTCARE WOOD AND PLASTIC CLEANER
Wood and Plastic Cleaner is an efficient special cleaner developed for 
outdoor plastic and wooden furniture. Suitable for wood, plastic, poly rattan 
and other water-resistant surfaces. Efficiently removes soot, pollen, city dust 
and other stubborn dirt. Spray on the surface, wash with a sponge, and rinse 
the surface clean. The cleaner is environmentally friendly and does not harm 
lawns.

SOFTCARE AINTWOOD PROTECTOR
Softcare Aintwood Protector is designed for tables and chairs made from 
plastic, especially polystyrene, to protect their surfaces against grease and 
other food stains, and pollen from becoming absorbed into the surface 
pores. The protection makes furniture care easier, and keeps the furniture 
beautiful for longer. The protection can be renewed when necessary. Spray 
the protector on the surface and spread evenly with a soft cloth.

SOFTCARE BALCONY CLEANER
Balcony Cleaner is a special cleaner designed for cleaning balcony surfaces, 
such as floors, tiles, and other wood, concrete and stone surfaces. The 
ingredients in Balcony Cleaner are environmentally friendly, and it 
removes dirt efficiently. Apply the cleaner on the surface, let react for a few 
moments, and rinse with a brush. Finally, rinse with clean water. Do not do 
the cleaning in direct sunlight, so that the surface does not dry too fast and 
become splotchy. The concentrate is suitable for use with a pressure washer. 
Available as ready-to-use solution 500 ml and concentrate 2 l.

SOFTCARE MOULD, MOSS AND ROOF CLEANER
Softcare Mould, Moss and Roof Cleaner is an efficient and environmentally-
friendly product, suitable for removing mould and moss from fabric, wood, 
plastic and roof materials. After cleaning, the dry and clean surface can be 
treated with protective agents. Spray the product on the surface manually 
or with a pressure washer, let react for a few moments, and then rinse off 
with clean water. Repeat the wash and let the solution react for longer if 
the dirt was not removed during the first wash. Environmentally-friendly 
ingredients.



Care products for wooden and varnished indoor furniture

SOFTCARE WOOD OIL FOR INDOOR FURNITURE
Softcare Wood Oil for Indoor Furniture is designed for unvarnished indoor 
wooden surfaces, such as kitchen counters and dining tables. Perfect for 
teak, oak, and mahogany, and also for heat-treated wood. Wood Oil forms a 
beautiful and durable surface, and protects the surface from becoming dry 
or dirty.

SOFTCARE POLISHING WAX 
Softcare Polishing Wax is intended to be used on glossy surfaces with a 
polyurethane finish, such as kitchen doors, tableware and cupboards. Can 
also be used on glossy laminates and other hard surfaces. Waxing keeps 
the surfaces glossy and easy to care for, hides small scratches, and prevents 
stains like fingerprint marks from remaining on the surface. The polishing 
wax treatment should be redone approximately every two years or as 
needed. Also removes static electricity.

For all cleaning

SOFTCARE CLEANING SPONGE
The cleaning sponge is an efficient tool for cleaning. The sponge absorbs 
up to 12 times of its weight of liquid, and cleans quickly even without 
detergents. Suitable for cleaning all hard surfaces, windows, mirrors, tiles, 
stainless steel and water-resistant surfaces. The sponge also picks up hair 
and animal hair from textiles. Very durable. Stored dry, and dampened 
before use. Can be machine-washed at a maximum temperature of 60 °C.

SOFTCARE POWER WASH
Softcare Power Wash is an all-purpose cleaner designed for removing grease 
and dirt from the hard surfaces at home. The product was designed using 
new Softcare technology. It is efficient and environmentally friendly. Use 
Power Wash on all hard surfaces both indoors and outdoors. Spray on the 
surface you want to clean or, for example, directly onto your floor cleaning 
tool and then clean the surface. Rinse to remove any loosened dirt and 
excess cleaning agent. If the dirt is stubborn, let the agent sit for a few 
minutes before rinsing.



OVER 25 YEARS OF FINNISH 
QUALITY PRODUCTS
Oy Soft Protector Ltd.
PL 100, 02761 Espoo, tel. +358 9 887 0430
www.softcare.eu info@softcare.fi 

Finnish 
Established in 1991, Soft Protector Oy is a Finnish company specialised in manufacturing 
protective and special cleaning products for textiles, furniture and clothes. The products are 
made in Finland. 

Environmentally friendly
The ingredients used in Softcare products are always chosen with great consideration towards 
the environment. The products are packaged in recyclable plastic packaging. Did you know that 
spray bottles contain up to twice as much product as aerosol bottles of a similar size?

Safety and quality
Softcare products are of high quality, and easy to use. There are also unscented options 
available. We choose all of the ingredients based on the latest technology, safety, and the best 
performance.


